The contrast-source stress-velocity integral-equation formulation of three-dimensional time-domain elastodynamic scattering problems is discussed. A novel feature of the formulation is a tensor partitioning of the relevant dynamic stress and the contrast source volume density of deformation rate. The partitioning highlights several features about the structure of the formulation. These can advantageously be incorporated in a computational implementation of the method. An application to the case of a scatterer composed of isotropic material and embedded in an isotropic elastic background medium shows that the corresponding newly introduced constitutive coefficients are more natural as a characterization of the media than the traditional Lamé coefficients.
I. INTRODUCTION
In different regimes of wave scattering, the contrastsource integral-equation formulation with kernels resulting from the Green's functions of the background medium has proven to be a versatile tool for analyzing and computing the associated wave phenomena.
1 As compared with the scattering of acoustic waves in fluids and the scattering of electromagnetic waves, where in the formulation only scalar and vector quantities are involved, the scattering of elastic waves in solids brings in the extra feature of the presence of tensorial quantities of rank 2, viz., the dynamic stress and the volume source density of deformation rate 2 ͑Sec. 15.9͒. As is known from the theory of static elasticity 3 ͑pp. 91-91͒, such tensors admit a decomposition into their omnidirectional, their symmetrical deviatoric, and their anti-symmetrical constituents. The importance of this decomposition is that the three constituents can be shown to be mutually orthogonal in the function space they span. This orthogonality property is, in its turn, bound to be of importance both in the characterization of the elastic properties of scatterer and its background medium and in the computational implementation of the relevant field integral representations, leading to contrastsource as well as wavefield integral equations. For a wide class of elastic properties of the media involved a complete partitioning of the governing coupled wave equations and integral relations accompanies the decomposition of the dynamic stress and the contrast volume source density of deformation rate. In particular, this holds for media that are isotropic in their elastic behavior. For such media it is shown that the elastic constitutive coefficients that are associated with the partitioning turn out to be more natural as a characterization of their wave properties than the traditional Lamé coefficients. This paper starts with recalling the generic form of the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ time-domain dynamic stress-particle velocity coupled elastodynamic wave equations and the corresponding Green's function type wavefield integral representations. Next, the scattering problem is formulated in terms of its contrast volume source distributions. Subsequently, the dynamic stress and the contrast volume source density of deformation rate ͑both of which are symmetric tensors of rank 2͒ are decomposed into their omnidirectional and ͑symmetric͒ deviatoric constituents. The consequences of this decomposition for the elastic wave equations and the Green's tensors in the relevant field integral representations are investigated. Having discussed the general aspects of the procedure, the application to scatterers consisting of isotropic material present in an isotropic elastic embedding is presented. Here, the relevant compliance coefficients turn up that, for elastic wave dynamics, prove to be more natural than the traditional Lamé coefficients. Finally, the analytic expressions for the elastodynamic Green's tensors for a homogeneous, isotropic medium are given.
The theory is presented in its full generality of linearized elastodynamics. Inhomogeneity and arbitrary anisotropy are included in the constitution of the solid. As to the inertia properties of the medium a symmetrical inertia tensor of rank 2 is introduced that generalizes the volume density of mass as it applies to isotropic solids and can accommodate the presence of preferred-direction oriented heterogeneities in a macroscopic mixture theory ͑spatial averaging over representative elementary domains͒ that can be used on a scale that the interrogating pulsed elastic waves can sense. The anisotropic elastic properties are represented in the compliance, a symmetrical tensor of rank 4. The theory shows that, in scat-tering, the compliance is a more natural quantity to characterize inhomogeneities than the traditional stiffness tensor. It is important to notice that in the use of the contrast-source formulation in inverse scattering problems ͑detection of all sorts of inhomogeneities in a structure under elastodynamic interrogation͒ it is the values of these constitutive coefficients that one is after. The analysis presented shows which fundamental combinations of these coefficients manifest themselves already in the structure of the governing wave equations. Also, the relevant Green's tensors that occur in any of the wavefield's integral representations ͑which are at the heart of any wave scattering formulation͒ are constructed out of these combinations and explicitly show how they occur in the particle velocity and/or the dynamic stress of the generated wave motion and thus are accessible to measurement. This feature can help in the design of measurement setups in the search of particular constitutive parameters of the scattering objects. In the processing of the measured scattering data, the property of "orthogonality in function space" of the different constituents associated with the tensor partitioning is expected to behave rather "independently." This could serve as a guideline to the design of processing software as far as filtering of noise is concerned.
As the case of a homogeneous, isotropic solid already shows, the wavespeeds of the different propagating wave constituents are related to certain combinations of the constitutive coefficients associated with the tension partitioning. This implies that arrival time measurements and elastodynamic ray-tracing techniques 4 yield additional information to measured values of pulse shapes ͑amplitudes, rise times, time widths, and frequency of oscillation of ringing pulses͒ and can be used as such in inverse scattering parameter extraction methods.
Computational algorithms for modeling elastodynamic wave motion in heterogeneous and anisotropic structures are notoriously complicated and computationally, time consuming. The tensor partitioning method offers itself as a tool for breaking up any algorithm for the wave quantities as a whole into subroutines applying to the separate constituents, after which the latter's interaction is programed separately. Such a procedure would make the computer code more transparent in its relation to the underlying physics as well as more efficient as far as computation time is concerned.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONFIGURATION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Position in the configuration is specified by the coordinates ͕x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ͖ with respect to an orthogonal, Cartesian reference frame with the origin O and the three mutually perpendicular base vectors ͕i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ͖ of unit length each. In the indicated order, the base vectors form a right-handed system. The corresponding position vector is x = x 1 i 1 + x 2 i 2 + x 3 i 3 . The time coordinate is t. The subscript notation for vectors and tensors will be used and the summation convention for repeated subscripts applies. Lower-case Latin subscripts are employed for this purpose; they run through the values 1, 2, and 3. Partial differentiation with respect to x m is denoted by ‫ץ‬ m ; ‫ץ‬ t is a reserved symbol for differentiation with respect to t.
Both the background medium and the scatterer are assumed to consist of media that are linear, time-invariant, locally and instantaneously reacting in their elastodynamic behavior. The background medium has the entire R 3 as its support. The support of the scatterer is the bounded domain D sc ʚ R 3 . In the scatterer the elastodynamic constitutive coefficients differ from those applied to the background medium. The physical quantities associated with elastodynamic wave motion in general are listed in Table I . The generic form of the coupled elastodynamic stress-velocity wave equations is taken as 2 ͑Sec. 10.7͒
Here, ⌬ i,j,p,q + denotes the symmetrical unit tensor of rank 4 defined as
with ␦ i,j as the symmetrical unit tensor of rank 2 ͑Kronecker tensor͒: ␦ i,j = 1 for i = j = 0 for i j.
To ensure the uniqueness of the solution to the initialvalue problem associated with Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ ͑a requirement set by the condition of causality of the physical phenomena involved͒, the constitutive coefficients have to satisfy the symmetry relations
and
while they are to be positive definite, i.e., v k k,r v r Ͼ 0 for any v r 0 and i,j S i,j,p,q p,q Ͼ 0 for any p,q 0.
5
The wavefield quantities are expressed in terms of their generating source distributions through the relevant Green's tensors ͑point-source solutions͒ according to the scheme 2 ͑Sec. 15.8͒
where * ͑t͒ denotes time convolution. The Green's tensors satisfy the symmetry relations 
while with the aid of the elastodynamic time-domain reciprocity relation of the time-convolution type they can be shown to have the reciprocity properties 2 ͑pp. 471-472͒
In a homogeneous medium the arguments x and xЈ in the Green's tensors only occur via their difference x − xЈ, which makes the integral in Eq. ͑6͒ of the spatial convolution type, which property can be computationally useful.
In the evaluation of the Green's tensors, also the inverse of the compliance, the stiffness C p,q,i,j , is needed. It is defined through
and shares the same symmetry and reciprocity properties as the compliance.
III. CONTRAST-SOURCE FORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING PROBLEM
The scatterer is irradiated by the action of controlled sources with volume density of force f k inc ͑x , t͒ and volume source density of deformation rate h i,j 
is the union of the supports of the generating source distributions. Starting point for the contrast-source formulation of the scattering problem is writing the constitutive properties of the scatterer as a deviation from the ones of the background medium in which it is embedded. Let
where
is the union of the supports of the contrasts. Upon introducing the scattered wavefield ͕ p,q sc , v r sc ͖ as 
in which the Green's tensors are the ones associated with the background medium.
Once the incident wavefield has been determined, Eq. ͑24͒ as it applies to the scattered wavefield can be used to arrive at integral-equation formulations for the solution of the scattering problem.
A. Wavefield integral-equation formulation
The wavefield integral-equation formulation follows upon substituting Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ in the left-hand side and Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒ in the right-hand side and enforcing the result for x D sc , while considering the wavefield quantities p,q ͑x͒ and v r ͑x͒ for x D sc as the unknowns. A formulation of this kind has been employed in Ref. 6 to solve elastic wave problems in inhomogeneous media.
B. Contrast-source integral-equation formulation
The contrast-source integral-equation formulation follows upon substituting Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ in the left-hand side, operating on the resulting upper equation with ␦S i,j,p,q ͑x͒‫ץ‬ t and on the lower equation with ␦ k,r ͑x͒‫ץ‬ t and using the resulting relations throughout D sc , while considering h i,j sc ͑x͒ and f k sc ͑x͒ as the unknowns.
IV. THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE ELASTODYNAMIC TENSORS OF RANK 2 INTO THEIR OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND DEVIATORIC PARTS
The symmetrical tensors of rank 2 occurring in elastodynamics can, in a unique manner, be decomposed into their omnidirectional parts and their deviatoric parts in the function space they span. This decomposition highlights particular features of the generated wave motion and can be computationally advantageous. The decomposition is most effectively carried out through the introduction of a collection of unit tensors of rank 4. In view of two-dimensional, next to 3D, modeling applications, the definitions are given for an arbitrary number N ͑N ജ 2͒ of spatial dimensions. 7 The identity tensor:
͑25͒
the symmetrical unit tensor:
the omnidirectional part of the symmetrical unit tensor:
͑27͒
the deviatoric part of the symmetrical unit tensor:
͑28͒
The unit tensors thus introduced all have the unitary properties
Furthermore, we have the orthogonality property
For any tensor T p,q of rank 2 we then have
while we define its symmetrical part by
its omnidirectional part by
and its deviatoric part by
Evidently,
Equations ͑38͒ and ͑39͒ imply that T i,j ␦ and T i,j +\␦ are mutually orthogonal constituents of T i,j + in the function space spanned by T i,j + .
With the decomposition, Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ can be rewritten as ͑note that now N =3͒
͑41͒
In general, Eq. ͑41͒ does not decompose into separate equations for the separate constituents. However, such a decomposition does take place for the class of media for which ͑no coupling between the mutually orthogonal constituents͒ we have in such a case
in which the two constituents on the right-hand side are mutually orthogonal. As a consequence, Eq. ͑41͒ decomposes into
The decomposition has also consequences for the field integral representation ͑6͒. Through the decomposition, Eq. ͑6͒ can be reformulated as
stitutive coefficients that are related to the traditional Lamé coefficients but are particular combinations of them that show up in the contrast-source integral-equation formulation of the scattering problem.
V. BACKGROUND MEDIUM AND SCATTERER WITH ISOTROPIC CONSTITUTIVE PROPERTIES
For isotropic, lossless media, the constitutive coefficients take the form
where ͑x͒ is the volume density of mass ͓͑x͒ Ͼ 0 in view of the uniqueness conditions͔,
with
where ⌳͑x͒ and M͑x͒ ͓with ⌳͑x͒ Ͼ 0 and M͑x͒ Ͼ 0 in view of the uniqueness conditions͔ are the compliance coefficients and related to the Lamé coefficients and via
The corresponding stiffness is given by
For the scattering problem, the constitutive properties of the background medium are specified by
and the contrast constitutive properties by
+\␦ . ͑69͒
With this, the contrast source densities become
͑73͒

VI. THE GREEN'S TENSORS FOR A HOMOGENEOUS, ISOTROPIC, LOSSLESS BACKGROUND MEDIUM
Although the decomposition discussed in Sec. IV leads to the introduction of elastic constitutive coefficients that are directly related to the contrast source densities of deformation rate that occur in the elastodynamic scattering problem and the Green's tensors do decompose accordingly, the wave speeds occurring in them prove still to be related to combinations of the newly introduced coefficients and not to them separately. To show this, we give in this section the expressions for the Green's tensors pertaining to a homogeneous, isotropic, lossless background medium with the constitutive coefficients ⌳ = ⌳ 0 , M = M 0 , and = 0 . In the expressions, the wavespeed c P of compressional waves and the wavespeed c S of shear waves occur as well as the P-wave and S-wave constituents of the Green's tensor G r,k ͑x − xЈ , t͒ of the elastodynamic wave equation. The latter tensor follows from 
͑77͒
The Green's tensors occurring in Eq. ͑48͒ can now be expressed in terms of G r,k ͑x − xЈ , t͒ and its derivatives. From the particle-velocity elastodynamic wave equation with point force excitation ͑18͒ we directly obtain G r,k v,f ͑x − xЈ,t͒ = 1 0 ‫ץ‬ t G r,k ͑x − xЈ,t͒. ͑78͒
Using Eq. ͑19͒, it then follows that
